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MANAGING YOUR BUSINESS

Giles R. Meikle
Partner, Deloitte, Haskins & Sells
Vancouver Office
Presented before the Canadian
Association of Prosthetists and
Orthotists, Jasper, AlbertaMay 1974

Volumes have been written and countless words spoken on the subjects of
business management and cost analysis. Every businessman's needs are
different, and therefore, of necessity, most speakers and writers make their
points in general terms rather than in specifics. I have tried to get a feel for
your business, its problems and potential and relate them to experiences
encountered over the past few years in dealings with clients. My objective is
to bring to you an awareness of the advantages of knowing where you want
to go and how you are going to get there, together with an exposure to the
tools that will assist you in determining whether you are keeping on the right
track and attaining goals at various points along the way.
ENVIRONMENT
Before getting into the specifics of planning and analyzing, let us consider
for a moment the environment in which we all find ourselves and try to relate
that to the environment in which your businesses exist and into which they
are headed.
The growth industries in the next thirty years are likely to emerge from
the knowledge technologies of the last half century. The continuity of
technology and industrial development of the past fifty years is likely to be
replaced by a series of major new industrial developments akin to those that
occurred every few years in the closing decades of the last century. We are on
the threshold of a knowledge society. Knowledge is beginning to replace
capital as the major and scarcest resource in our economy. It is the key factor
in the country's international economic strength, and it has become
increasingly pervasive as shown by the information industry. Since knowledge
skills are also varying skills, people that have them also have sufficient
flexibility to learn and relearn new skills as required.
In his recent book The Age of Discontinuity, Peter Drucker states that
every single technology, and with it, every industry, before 1850, was based on
experience. Knowledge, that is systematic, purposeful, organized information, had
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almost nothing to do with any of them. Even the so-called modern industries, which
came into being in the second half of the nineteenth century and which still dominate
our economic and industrial life today, were largely experience-based rather than
knowledge-based. Science had almost no part to play in the birth of the automobile
or airplane, not even the auxiliary role of godmother, let alone that of midwife. These
technologies were still experience-based. And so was the electrical industry, in large
part. Edison, for instance, was much more a traditional craftsman than a researcher.
Only in the chemical industry were there inventors with university training in their
science. Otherwise, in the heroic age of inventions, that is, in the 60 or 70 years
before World War I, the university-trained inventors were conspicuous by their almost
total absence. Equally important and equally new is the fact that every one of the
emerging industries is clearly based on knowledge. Not a single one is based on
experience.
The new emerging industries, therefore, embody a new economic reality;
knowledge has become the central economic resource. The systematic acquisition of
knowledge, that is, organized formal education, has replaced experience-acquired
traditionally through apprenticeship-as the foundation for productive capacity in
performance.

Peter Drucker also makes the point that the new industries represent a
complete discontinuity and that they are different in structure, in knowledge
foundation and in their sociology. They represent both a qualitative and a
quantitative shift from the past. Drucker points out that the new industries
will not be amenable to policies of the past and that they will demand basic
changes from the businessman and politician. They will require changes in
some of the past and present practices of our industrial society. Knowledge
will become an increasingly major source of power.
Organizations in business and government have expanded their dimensions
into one another's traditional spheres of concern. The activities and influence
of the major corporation are no longer the concern of the shareholders alone.
Customers, suppliers, employees and the public at large are showing a growing
interest in the manner in which organizations conduct their operations and
the influence or effects that their various actions may have on the individual
and the environment. Governments have extended their activities to such an
extent that it has become increasingly difficult to distinguish between
traditional public and private sectors. Organizations are experiencing a
growing realization that their activities and performance will have to be
measured, not only in monetary terms but also in terms of the social
contribution to the groups and individuals they influence.
It is into this environment that you and your associates are being
projected. I am told that technological change and government involvement
in the field are two of your most critical problems at this time. It is therefore
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beyond question that your abilities as managers of your businesses, and they
are businesses, be honed to the point where you are doing your clients, your
staffs and yourselves, as well as those in the government and medical fields
who are associated with you, a service.
I know that yours is a highly personalized business, and in performing
your services you are filling a great social need. The same is true of many
professions. A former president of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants has said that professional accountants should not be ashamed to
have as one of their objectives the making of a reasonable profit. It is this
profit that enables them to perform research and maintain their professional
competence so as to better serve their clients. Many of you may also share
this view, but until it is completely embraced your profession will not reach
its potential and will not make the contribution it could to society as a
whole.
Now then, how do we go about realizing this potential?
PLANNING FOR PROFIT
The first step in the realization process is the development of a realistic
plan for your enterprise which recognizes not only the goals that you hope to
attain but also the constraints placed on you by your clients, by government
and by competition. I see such a plan as essential in your profession because
of the move to electronics that is taking place and the tremendous impact
that it is bound to have on operations and the need for specialized
knowledge. The overall plan is like a map on which it remains to put in the
roads. The roads are things like the budget, a manpower plan including
training for specialized technicians, production plans, costing techniques and
profit-optimization methods.
Smaller businesses are inclined to think that, because they are small and
because the manager can have his finger on everything, there is no need to
plan. This is a dangerous trap. The planning process often leads to innovation
in production methods, personnel relationships and means of providing
service to clients. Just because you are in a small enterprise, do not get turned
off by thinking that planning is just for the giants of industry. Without
planning, your profession will proceed in a haphazard manner and perhaps
perpetuate some of the problems that currently exist. Worse, lack of planning
could result in extinction for some of those presently in the industry, because
government facilities are not necessarily bound by the same constraints as are
those who must compete from day to day.
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I do not propose to give a course in planning or budgeting in the short
time available. Suffice it to say that your planning effort should cover all
aspects of your business (including both internal and external factors), should
comprehend both short-term and long-range plans and should be stated in
measurable terms.
One of the important products of any planning operation is the annual
forecast, which includes the annual budget. The budget is primarily a means
of controlling costs. The forecast is the broader of the two and comprehends
the profit plan for the year. For the next few minutes we will concentrate on
cost analysis and budget comparisons rather than the forecast or profit plan.
The latter depends very much on the pricing structure developed by your
profession, which probably must be done in consultation with government
regulatory authorities and which, in the interests of progress in the
profession, must recognize the costs incurred, the research and development
that must be carried out and the training necessary to develop specialists in
the service you provide.
A profit plan results from combining such features as forecasting
techniques, budgetary procedures, standard-costing systems and responsibility
reporting into an integrated planning and control system. As previously
mentioned, the profit plan or forecast is larger in scope than the budget.
Some consider the terms synonymous. However, I feel that budget relates to
a technique for predetermining and controlling expenses, whereas profit
planning combines the budget with other techniques to help achieve a profit
objective. So that you can better understand the various elements utilized to
plan and control the operations of the business, let us take a brief look at two
of them: the budget and cost information.
BUDGETS
When setting up a budget, management of the company provides itself
with a control device by which it can ensure that the activities are directed
toward the goals indicated by overall company policy. By using budget
variances and exception-reporting techniques, management may be sure that
the expenses incurred and the output produced are in accordance with overall
company forecasts and commitments.
A profit plan comprises a number of distinct parts—for example, a sales
plan and budgets for manufacturing, administrative expense, research and
development, and cash. A n essential point is that the various constituent
budgets are closely united in that the output of one budget becomes the
input for another. They are therefore linked together in a predetermined
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sequence with critical timing requirements. Because the purchasing budget is
input for the cash budget, an increase in the supplier's price for any
component or material will result in changes in both. It may then be
necessary, if this increase in expenditures threatens to reduce company cash
balances to an unacceptably low level, to reduce expenditures in other areas
and set in motion a reverse flow of information and revised instructions until
a new cash equilibrium is achieved.
COSTING
In the planning and control system the use of costs as a means of control is
closely bound up with the budget. A manufacturing budget incorporates
certain output figures. It also includes target figures for the totals of various
manufacturing costs on the basis of these outputs. These total-cost targets
are obtained by multiplying the number of units to be produced by
standard-cost units. The determination of the standard costs is of great
importance in the costing system. In a large company the standard-cost
system will be very complicated and sophisticated. In a smaller company
there are not sufficient staff resources to have a sophisticated system, and the
standard-cost system may therefore be both simple and effective. Much of the
information will already exist in various places within the company, and
supervisors and management will be able to provide realistic estimates of the
material and labor content of various jobs. The basic rule is that no one
readymade system can be used in all companies and in all circumstances. The
system must be tailored to the needs of the company, to its size and to the
human resources that will be available to operate it.
It seems to me that the costing system that would provide the most
meaningful results for management in your profession would combine some
elements of a standard-cost system to deal with those components manufactured by you that are reasonably standard and a job-costing system to deal
with the custom work and servicing of which there is so much in your
profession. At the lowest level the job-costing process is much simpler than a
standard-costing method with its variances which can be in either time or
materials. The Exhibit illustrates a simple job-cost technique and its
relationship to the total profit plan of a typical enterprise in your profession.
COST ANALYSIS
Financial statements are the means by which the information accumulated
and processed in financial accounting is periodically communicated to those
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EXHIBIT
Components of Job-Costing Approach
Assumptions
1. This is a service business. Therefore profit is ascribed to labor hours
rather than materials.
2. Direct material costs are 100 percent recoverable.
3. Labor rates are based on a productivity level of 82 percent or
approximately 1,500 productive hours per person annually.
4. A desirable profit is 20 percent of labor sales before income taxes.
5. Overhead costs are typically 70 percent of labor costs.
Formula for pricing productive labor hours
Selling price (SP) = productive labor (PL) + (unproductive labor + overhead)
+ profit
SP = PL + (22PL + .85PL) + 2SP
.8SP = 2.01PL
SP = 2.6PL
Selling price = 2.6 X productive labor
Illustration
Labor cost
Productivity

$100,000
82%

Productive labor cost

$ 82,000

Overhead (70% of labor cost)

$ 70,000

Selling price of labor hours
(2.6 X $82,000)
Labor cost
Overhead
Profit on labor (approx. 20%)

$213,200
$100,000
70,000

170,000
$ 43,200

This illustration assumes that the cost of materials will be completely
recovered, with no gain or loss. If profit on materials is anticipated and is
expected to reduce required profit on labor, the formula can be modified to
take this into account.
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who use it. They are designed to serve the needs of a variety of users,
particularly owners and creditors. Through the financial-accounting process
the myriad and complex effects of the economic activities of an enterprise are
accumulated, analyzed, quantified, classified, recorded, summarized and
reported as information of two basic types: (1) financial position at a point in
time and (2) changes in financial position over a period of time. Integral parts
of the statements are notes which may explain headings, captions or amounts
or present information that cannot be expressed in monetary terms.
However, the figures developed by the accounting system for financialstatement purposes do not automatically lend themselves to meaningful
analysis in specific decision situations or to quantitative analysis of a specific
segment of the company's operations. Thus, cost analysis starts but does not
end with financial data emerging from accountancy's income-determination
system. These data reflect past decisions, previous valuations and evaluations.
In shaping basic accounting data to decision-making criteria it is necessary to
consider why and how costs will behave differently in the future than in the
past.
Not all costs have to do specifically with or can be pinpointed to
manufacturing activities so that they can be accurately assigned to currently
manufactured products. Costs occur even when no production is taking place,
and, in measuring income, conservatism in accounting usually requires that
they be recognized promptly. Allocations, particularly of overhead, are
usually applied to all production in a period. They are added uniformly to the
valuation placed on the finished product even though their contribution to
the value of different products is not necessarily uniform. Cost allocation and
income determination assume that normal output levels prevail, when as a
matter of fact output is ordinarily greater or less than any norm. Thus,
EXHIBIT continued
Computation of hourly charge rate
Annual salary of productive employee
Productivity level (1,500 hours)
Cost of productive hours

$ 15,000
82%
$ 12,300

Cost per hour ($12,300/1,500)
Pricing factor
Selling price

$
$

8.20
260%
21.32
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because variations in the level of production activity are constantly taking
place, financial cost accounting cannot provide cost valuation and flow data
that are automatically meaningful for cost analysis.
Although budget comparisons of forecasts and recorded cost flows are
useful for controlling the operations of a department or cost center, they do
not immediately lend themselves to analysis of cost behavior that has specific
applicability for making decisions. Because business decisions are concerned
primarily with input, cost analysis is concerned with identifying input costs
and predicting future controllable cost behavior in order to plan future
production adequately. Past behavior of costs will not provide a guide for
future action unless they are first adjusted to reflect conditions expected to
prevail in the future. Standard costs can provide a basis for budgetary
planning, but they do not necessarily bring incremental costs to light without
further analysis.
In direct costing only the variable costs are said to be assigned to an
activity, department or inventory. In related income statements the nonvariable costs are treated as period costs and shown separately. In other words,
they are not allocated in any way to the production of the period. Full
costing or absorption accounting, which is a generally accepted method for
financial accounting, lodges a portion of period costs in inventory. Thus a
full-costing income statement for a given accounting period will show a net
income different from that in a direct-costing statement.
Direct costing attempts to achieve a desirable objective. It is legitimate to
want to match variable costs or revenues so that income will increase or
decrease in harmony with similar changes in revenue. Moreover, it is not quite
believable that unit costs increase as greatly as they seem to when production
in volume diminishes and vice versa, but this is what happens under full
costing.
The basic trouble with direct costing is not the idea behind it, but rather
that the idea is not fully implemented. The shortcoming is that because
certain costs are more variable than nonvariable, they are considered to be
entirely variable for direct-costing purposes. By the same expedient, other
costs are considered to be entirely nonvariable. In a going concern,
economically speaking, all costs or revenues are partly variable and partly
nonvariable.
The little extra effort that is required to separate variable and nonvariable
cost elements is eminently worthwhile. The separation is relatively simple,
and it makes standard costing, flexible budgeting and the analysis of the
behavior of individual costs come to life as believable tools for control of
business operations. The technique is to trace the relationships between
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individual costs and the principal physical activities to which they are thought
to be responsive. For example, the costs of final-assembly labor may be
related to the number of finished products produced.
Such segregation leads to an improved analytical approach to financial
operations. One phase of such an analytic review is to examine income
statements broadly to try to discern broad changes in operations that may be
reflected in financial figures. A little extra time spent in tabulating the
changes is worthwhile. Having such incremental figures in sight makes it
possible to see the relationships of the changes more clearly than by looking
at total figures alone. One may find, for example, that while sales revenue is
increasing it has been increasing at a decreasing rate. It may also be noted that
gross-profit percentage is declining; further, distribution costs may have
increased steadily, while administration and other costs have been held in
line.
An important point in this approach to broad analysis of company
financial operations is that overconcentration on position-statement figures
(which induces the analytical reviewer to assume that derivative intervening
operating figures are automatically meaningful) inhibits the raising of
constructive questions about the relevancy of matched revenue/expense
figures for an accounting period. Analysis of incremental revenue and cost
over a significant number of years provides a useful working tool that can
save the analytic reviewer from falling into this trap. Comparing this year's
figures with those of last year will frequently not provide sufficient evidence
to arrive at satisfactory conclusions about the reasonableness of financial
operating results overall. A five- or six-year comparison of incremental
amounts will often prove rewarding.
What does all this mean? In a nutshell, if you are to be in a knowledgeable
position in respect to your business operations and i f you are to convince
those who are concerned with the cost of your product that your prices are
realistic and necessary, you must be able to demonstrate the ability to
manage your business on a sound basis, having in mind efficient utilization of
resources and adequate control of production costs, in terms of both labor
and material components. Proper cost information and its analysis are
necessary to determine alternative means of solving existing industry
problems. You cannot afford not to know the cost of performing certain
services, producing certain kinds of products and remaking products that have
proved unsuitable.
We have talked about planning, budgeting, costing systems and cost
analysis. A l l are interrelated and part of a dynamic process. In a properly
managed operation it is not possible to plan and forget about it, to budget
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and ignore later comparisons with actual, to design a costing system and
maintain it in a static position, to perform cost analysis without using the
information gleaned to make changes that will benefit the operation. In my
opening remarks reference was made to the environment which is changing at
an ever-increasing pace. With interest rates reaching an all-time high, with
inflation approaching 1 percent per month and with labor rates escalating
rapidly, those in a labor-sensitive industry like yours cannot afford to be
moved along by the tide. Your operating mode must be one of action rather
than reaction. It is not possible to act without adequate information, and I
urge you to explore the matters we have considered here.
I know that there are some here who are not owners of businesses but who
would stand to benefit from improved management of those enterprises now
in the profession. Employees would benefit from the increased recognition
and, logically, income that results from having better information on
production costs and economic worth of the product and service provided.
Suppliers to the profession would benefit from the knowledge that they are
dealing with a more viable business entity, and doctors and therapists could
expect that proper management will lead to increased profitability which in
turn provides scope for increased research.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is uncharitable to point out the problem areas and raise questions in the
minds of those to whom one is speaking, whether in a one-to-one situation or
in a group such as this, without offering some constructive suggestions. It is
possible to deal with the things we have talked about in several ways. Various
educational institutions, Boards of Trade, school systems and associations
offer courses in business management, planning and financial analysis. It
would be worth your while to investigate these courses and improve your
managerial skills by spending one or more days (or evenings) attending them.
Second, at very little cost in relation to the potential payback you can, if
you have not already done so, seek the services of a professional accountant.
If you have an accountant who is not now giving you some guidance and
direction in the financial management of your business, tell him what your
problems are and ask his advice. I am sure he will be only too happy to work
with you to improve the operations of your business in any way he can.
I have not talked about income taxes. With the advent of Canadian tax
reform it has become almost impossible to generalize about income taxes,
particularly to a diverse group such as this one. However, I would suggest
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that, if you are not now working with one, you seek the services of a
competent tax adviser. It is foolhardy to work long hours under difficult
circumstances to earn a few dollars and then give some of them away
needlessly. Proper tax planning, whether at the corporate or the personal
level, usually results in the saving of tax dollars or in the deferral of payment
of taxes, in which case the interest on the deferred payments represents a real
profit to the enterprise or the individual. Our tax law has become more
complex. It probably will become exceedingly so, as indicated by the recent
budget introduced by the Liberal government, pieces of which will certainly
be reintroduced by whichever party forms the next government.
SUMMARY
We are in an era of change in which knowledge technologies are the key to
growth and strength. Business and government concerns are tending to
overlap, and the shield that once surrounded corporations is being pierced. As
a result of the ever-increasing rate of change it is necessary to heighten
management skills, set proper objectives and work toward those objectives. In
your particular industry the nonprofit myth must be exploded if you are to
be in a position to carry out research and to make the strides that I know
most of you wish to make.
The first essential is to realize that planning is an absolute necessity for
businesses large and small. Planning includes forecasting, budgeting, manpower development and like matters. Having constructed the plan you must
proceed to a control system that makes use of the budget and relevant costing
techniques. We have taken a look at a possible job-costing approach, and I
would caution you that every business is different and the formula to be
developed will therefore differ from business to business. Overhead costs are
different for each enterprise, labor costs vary from region to region in. this
and other countries, productivity is a variable rather than a constant and, of
course, the desired level of profit is a reflection of the individual owner's or
shareholder's wishes.
Having done the planning, developed the budget and set up the costing
system, we cannot rest on our laurels. Costs must be analyzed, trends must be
discerned and action must be taken to overcome adverse trends and to create
positive ones. Only you are in the position to initiate solutions to the
problems in your own business and profession. I hope the time we have spent
together has in some way encouraged you to grasp the nettle and move
confidently into the future.
•

